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Solidification of Metallic Alloys: Does the Structure
of the Liquid Matter?

M. RAPPAZ, PH. JARRY, G. KURTULDU, and J. ZOLLINGER

In 1952, Frank (Proc R Soc Lond Ser-Math Phys Sci 215:43–46, 1952) already postulated that
Icosahedral Short Range Order (ISRO) of atoms in the liquid could possibly explain the large
nucleation undercoolings measured in metallic alloys by Turnbull and Fisher (J Chem Phys
17:71–73, 1949). About thirty years later, this conjecture was proven to be key for the
understanding of Quasicrystals (QC) formation (Shechtman et al. in Phys Rev Lett 53:20,
1951–3, 1984). More recently, it has been found that a few tens to thousand ppm of solute
elements in Al-base and Au-base alloys can influence the nucleation and growth of the primary
fcc phase via mechanisms involving ISRO and QC formation. ISRO has also been found to limit
the mobility, and thus diffusion, of atoms in the liquid. This can lead to out-of-equilibrium
conditions, e.g., the formation of metastable phases or supersaturated solid solution, at reduced
velocity compared to alloys where ISRO is not predominantly present. Finally, there are several
experimental evidences that ISRO is also responsible for twinned dendrites formation in Al
alloys. The present contribution summarizes these recent findings and points out the
implications that these might have in the field of solidification and additive manufacturing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SOLIDIFICATION of metallic alloys is usually
assumed to occur from a fully disordered liquid. The
solid–liquid interface at the atomic scale is considered to
be diffuse over a thickness, ds‘, on the order of
nanometer, with many sites where atoms in the liquid
can attach to the solid.[1,2] Provided that the velocity v*
of the solid-liquid interface is one or two orders of
magnitude smaller than D‘/ds‘, where D‘ is the solute
diffusion coefficient in the liquid, the solid–liquid inter-
face is close to equilibrium and solidification microstruc-
tures are governed by diffusion of solute elements in the
liquid and capillarity effects.

Dendrites of the primary phase grow along minima of
what is called the solid–liquid interface stiffness, an
entity which is deduced from the orientation-dependent
solid–liquid interfacial energy, cs‘(n), where n is the unit
direction vector.[3] Minima of the interface stiffness
usually correspond to maxima of the interface energy,
but not always. Under isothermal conditions, equiaxed
dendrites develop tips from the most highly curved
regions of a nearly spherical solid nucleus. In cubic
metals, these growth directions usually correspond to
h100i crystallographic directions of the solid.
When the solid–liquid interfacial energy of the solvent

has a weak anisotropy, e.g., aluminum with about 1 pct
anisotropy of cs‘,

[4] non-cubic or non-metallic solute
elements can modify the anisotropy and the shape of the
solid nucleus. This can induce a Dendrite Orientation
Transition (DOT) from h100i to h110i, first observed in
Al-Zn alloys when the Zn composition increases from 25
to 60 wt pct.[5] A similar transition has been evidenced
recently in Al-Ge when the Ge composition increases
from 20 to 46 wt pct.[6] In both cases, the DOT has been
interpreted as a change of the anisotropy of cs‘ induced
by solute elements, when their composition is high
enough.
On the other hand, are all these considerations still

valid when atoms in the liquid are not fully disordered?
Frank [7] already postulated in 1952 that Icosahedral
Short Range Order (ISRO) of atoms in the liquid could
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explain the large undercoolings measured by Turnbull
and Fisher.[8] ISRO was confirmed later by several
observations. First of all, ISRO is key to explain the
formation of Quasicrystals (QC), first discovered in 1984
by Shechtman et al. [9] in Al-Mn, and then found in
many other systems. On the other hand, several inter-
metallic phases, such as Al7Cr,

[10] Al4(Cr,Fe),
[11]

Au4Al,[12] Mg2Zn11
[13] and many others,[14] also exhibit

icosahedral motifs in their unit cell. Icosahedral order-
ing in the liquid phase was also measured by small angle
neutron scattering in deeply undercooled liquid forming
Al13Fe4 and Al74Co26 QC’s.[15] The effect of Cr on local
ordering in Al-Zn liquid was also modeled by ab initio
calculations [16, 17]: chromium induces ISRO as well as
Icosahedral-based Medium-Range Order (IMRO) of
atoms in the liquid. The similarities between ISRO
motifs in undercooled liquids and the structure of QC’s
explain the low solid–liquid interfacial energy of QC’s as
compared with that of their crystalline approxi-
mants.[18,19] This makes QCs the most likely candidates
to nucleate initially in an undercooled metallic liquid.

ISRO typically occurs when local covalent bonding is
induced around some solute elements, or viewed from
an electronic point of view, when a pseudo-gap forms
near the Fermi energy level.[20] Although ISRO of atoms
cannot be strictly compared to strongly bonded
molecules, clustering of atoms around ISRO-inducing
elements can have a strong influence on solidification. It
can reduce the atomic mobility and thus decrease the
diffusion coefficient of atoms in the liquid. It can also
influence the attachment kinetics at the solid–liquid
interface, as ISRO motifs, in a way similar to ionic-char-
acter molecules, have more difficulties to attach to the
growing solid compared to individual atoms.

The crystallographic relationships between QCs and
the corresponding approximant phases have been stud-
ied quite extensively, e.g., for Al-Mn-Si,[18] Al-Ni-Co,[21]

or Al-Li-Cu.[22] For example, Goldman and Kelton
show the coherent relationship that exists between the
bcc phase and the corresponding icosahedral QC (iQC)

in Al-Mn-Si.[23] In Ref. [22], a beautiful SEM picture
shows three iQCs formed epitaxially on a single cubic
approximant crystal and sharing the same orientation.
On the other hand, crystallographic orientation rela-
tionships between a matrix phase and icosahedral QC
precipitates and/or approximant phase particles have
also been investigated, e.g, in Al-Mg-Cu-Ge [24] or
Al-Mn-Be-Cu.[25] But to our knowledge, the formation
of a primary phase on iQC during solidification and the
effect of ISRO on the growth of the primary phase have
not been investigated before the first publication by
Kurtuldu et al. on Al-Zn with minor Cr additions.[26]

This work has opened a new field of interest in
solidification, but has also raised many questions
regarding the effect of trace elements on the nucleation
and growth morphology in metallic alloys.
The present contribution has the goal to summarize

some of the recent findings regarding the effect of
ISRO-inducing trace elements on the solidification of
metallic alloys. As this field is fairly new, there are many
open questions that remain to be addressed. These will
be mentioned in the conclusion of the paper, while the
previous sections are structured as follows. In Sec-
tion II, the geometrical relationships between the fcc
unit cell and the icosahedron are recalled. These will be
helpful to present the effect of ISRO on nucleation and
growth, respectively in Sections III and IV. It will be
shown in Section V that ISRO slows down diffusion in
the liquid, opening new possibilities to induce solute
trapping at reduced speed, e.g., in additive manufactur-
ing. Finally, Section VI will present some experimental
evidences that link the formation of twinned dendrites in
Al alloys with ISRO.

II. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ICOSAHEDRON
AND FCC STRUCTURE

A regular icosahedron exhibits 20 equilateral trian-
gular facets, 12 vertices and 30 edges (Figure 1(a)). The

Fig. 1—(a) Icosahedron with two nearest-neighbors of its 20 tetrahedra shown in red and green; (b) unit cell of the fcc structure with
representation of three of the 8 tetrahedra made of {111} planes and h110i edges (in green) and one stacking fault induced by the attachment of
one tetrahedron (in red).
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axes linking opposite vertices correspond to fivefold
symmetry axes, those going through the centers of
opposite facets/edges correspond to threefold/twofold
symmetry axes, respectively. If atoms of size 1 are
located at the twelve vertex positions, a close pack
structure can only be reached if an atom of size 0.902 is
at the center (atom labeled ‘‘1’’ in Figure 1(a)), i.e.,
about 10 pct smaller. The tetrahedra formed by the
center and three neighbor vertices, e.g., atoms 1-2-3-4 or
1-2-3-5, are therefore, slightly distorted compared to the
{111} tetrahedra of the fcc structure. Considering the
three ‘‘internal’’ planes of a tetrahedron (e.g., 1-2-3,
1-2-4 and 1-3-4), their mutual angles are 72 deg, instead
of 70.5 deg for a regular tetrahedron, since five of them
around a fivefold symmetry axis make 360 deg. The
angle between one of these ‘‘internal’’ planes and the
external triangular facet of the icosahedron (2-3-4) is
only 69.1 deg. Please note that the 20 slightly distorted
tetrahedra of the icosahedron are linked by faces to their
nearest-neighbors (nn), as shown by the red and green
tetrahedra in Figure 1(a).

The fcc unit cell shown in Figure 1(b) can be viewed
as a succession of densely packed atoms arranged in
{111} planes with a sequence ABCABC…* The unit cell

contains 8 tetrahedral sites delimited by {111} planes
with h110i edges. Three of them are represented in green
in Figure 1. The angles between {111} planes are either
70.5 deg or 109.5 deg. Please note that, unlike the
icosahedron, these tetrahedra only touch along edges,
and not faces, in the fcc structure. Should another
regular tetrahedron attach to this structure with a
coinciding {111} plane (red tetrahedron in Figure 1),
this would create a stacking fault possibly leading to the
formation of a twin with a {111} planes sequence
ABCABACB… Unlike many other fcc metals, twinning
in aluminum is not favored since it is characterized by a
high energy: 0.119 J/m2 for a coherent twin, compared
to 0.015 or 0.01 J/m2 for Au or Ag, respectively (see the
compilation in Table IV of [27]).

Except for the small distortion of the tetrahedra of the
icosahedron, two neighbors (red and green in
Figure 1(a)) are in a twin relationship if one considers
that their faces are like 3 nn atoms of {111} planes in a
fcc structure. As a matter of fact, it was found in the
1960’s that nanocrystals of pure Au or Ag are Multi-
Twinned icosahedra or decahedra Particles (MTP),
rather than Wulff-type morphologies.[27] This is due to
the lowest solid-vapor interfacial energy of {111} planes:
fcc nanocrystals tend to exhibit {111} external facets in
order to minimize their interfacial energy, the misfit
angle between 72 and 70.5 deg. being compensated by
strain energy. Since elastic energy goes with the third
power of the radius, while the surface energy gain is
proportional to the second power of the radius, Ino [27]

calculated the critical transition radius between MTP

icosahedral and Wulff equilibrium shapes (about 5.35,
3.8 and 1.45 nm for Au, Ag and Al, respectively).
Although they exhibit a similar symmetry, icosahedral
MTP’s should not be confused with iQC’s. On the other
hand, the probability of forming MTP’s from the liquid
phase is nil, since the interfacial energy between the solid
and liquid is about one order of magnitude lower than
that between the solid and vapor, i.e., the critical
transition radius between MTP and Wulff morphologies
becomes on the order of the atomic spacing.

III. EFFECT ON NUCLEATION

The discovery in 2013 that ISRO can influence the
nucleation of fcc alloys was a serendipity event while
studying the effect that some trace elements can have on
the growth morphology of Al dendrites.[26,28] Choosing
Al-20 wt pct Zn alloy because its composition is at the
limit of the DOT between h100i and h110i dendrites,[5] it
was found that columnar structures produced by direc-
tional solidification were significantly influenced by the
addition of 0.02 to 0.1 wt pct Cr (see Section IV). To
eliminate the effect of the thermal gradient, equiaxed
experiments under nearly uniform temperature were
then performed, without and with Cr addition.[26] As
shown in Figure 2, it was found that 0.1 wt pct Cr: (i)
drastically reduces the grain size; (ii) induces an abnor-
mal percentage of twinned grain boundaries; (iii)
induces multiple-twinning relationships among near-
est-neighbor (nn) grains compatible with the geometry
of the icosahedron or interlocked double-icosahedron
(two icosahedra connected with a common pentagon).
The heteroepitaxy relationship between the icosahedron
and fcc is:

Fig. 2—EBSD false-color grain structure maps of Al-20 wt pct Zn
without (top) and with (bottom) the addition of 0.1 wt pct Cr.
Twinned grain boundaries detected with an accuracy of 5 deg are
shown in white. Adapted from Ref. [28].

*In Figure 1(b), the labeling of ABC is made according to the set of
{111} planes parallel to the plane given by atoms 2-3-4, i.e., atom A
belongs to the first layer, 2-3-4 is layer B and the atom at the top, front
left corner to layer C.
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h111ifcc==h3 - fold axesiico and h110ifcc ? h2 - fold axesiico
½1�

Besides geometrical considerations of nn-MT grains,
Kurtuldu et al. [26] also supported their interpretation
with three more arguments: (i) thermodynamic calcula-
tions show that the liquidus of Al13Cr2 is first crossed
during the solidification of Al-20 wt pct Zn-0.1 wt
pct Cr; (ii) Al100�xCrx with 7 £ x £ 20 are among the
first discovered icosahedral quasicrystals [18]; and (iii) the

approximant Al13Cr2 (x = 13.3) has many icosahedral
building blocks in its unit cell.[10]

The so-called ‘‘iQC-mediated nucleation’’ of the fcc
phase in Al-Zn-Cr is summarized in Figure 3 with the
following steps[29]: ISRO motifs around Cr atoms (a)
aggregate into IMRO clusters and form iQC’s into the
liquid (b); as the melt becomes depleted with the peritec-
tic-type Cr element,[30] the fcc phase forms on the facets of
iQC’s with the heteroepitaxy relationships (1)** (c); upon

further cooling, the iQC’s can even disappear by peritectic
transformation (d), leaving only the ‘‘trace’’ of the iQC
template via MT relationships of fcc grains.
One year later, a similar mechanism was evidenced in

yellow gold (Au-12.5 wt pct Cu-12.5 wt pct Ag) when
very small amounts of Ir are added to the melt.[29]

Iridium is a known impurity found in some gold ores, in
particular in California, and can be detrimental to their
plastic behavior (e.g., coinage) when present in large
amounts.[31] Although there is no reported iQC for such
alloys, adding a few tens of ppm of iridium in gold alloys
is a well-known practice in jewelry and dental applica-
tions to refine the grain size.[32] Figure 4 shows the effect
of increasing additions of Ir to yellow gold melts,
solidified otherwise under identical conditions.[29] In
these false-color EBSD grain structures, twinned grain
boundaries are indicated in white. Besides the drastic
grain refinement with increasing amounts of Ir, the
percentage of twinned grain boundaries is increased
from less than 1 pct without added Ir to 11 pct with 200
ppm of Ir.
The grain size in the 200 ppm Ir specimen is so small

that many clusters of nn-MT grains can be easily
detected. In Figure 5, 9 nn grains exhibit multiple twin
relationships which can be explained with the fivefold

Fig. 3—Schematic representation of the ISRO- or iQC-mediated
nucleation mechanism: (a) formation of ISRO in the liquid; (b)
formation of iQC on which (c) the fcc phase can form with
heteroepitaxy relationships with the icosahedron, producing MT
grains; (d) further growth of the fcc phase and disappearance of the
iQC template by peritectic transformation.[29]

Fig. 4—EBSD false-color grain structure maps of Au-12.5 wt pct Cu-12.5 wt pct Ag with various additions of Ir. Twinned grain boundaries
detected with an accuracy of 5 deg. are shown in white. Adapted from Ref. [29].

**In Figure 1, one of the 20 external facets of the iQC (or ISRO)
corresponds to atoms 2-3-4 of the red tetrahedron and the fcc crystal
forming on this facet would have the crystallographic structure shown
in (b).
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symmetry of the icosahedron. For example, grains 1 to 5
in (a) share a common h110i direction in the h110i pole
figure (circled in (c)) and 5 twin or near-twin� {111}

planes (arcs of a circle) separated by about 72 deg.
between grains 1-2, 2-3, 3-4, 4-5 and 5-1. Please note
that only the common h110i directions in these {111}
twin planes have been kept in the pole figure in order to
make it simpler to visualize. The other h110i pole
figures illustrate the other twinning relationships between
four or five grains sharing a common h110i direction.
These common h110i directions correspond to the six
5-fold symmetry axes of an icosahedron, shown in (b)
with a viewing angle where these axes labeled (c) to (h)
correspond roughly to the pole figures of the fcc grains.

Figure 6 is a proof of the relationship between the
orientation of the 9 MT grains of Figure 5 and an
icosahedron template, as described in Figure 3. In this
h110i pole figure of the fcc grains, the open squares
correspond to the common h110i directions circled in
Figures 5(c) through (h). The filled triangles have been

Fig. 5—(a) EBSD false-color grain structure maps of 9 grains in Au-12.5 wt pct Cu-12.5 wt pct Ag with 20 ppm Ir. The h110i pole figures of
sets of MT grains are shown in (c through h), with the common h110i direction circled in each figure and indication of the {111} twin or
near-twin planes by arcs of circle. In (b), an icosahedron has been schematically drawn in a position such that the six 5-fold symmetry axes
labeled (c through h) approximately correspond to the common h110i axes of the fcc grains, and with corresponding facets of the same color as
grains in (a). Adapted from Ref. [29].

Fig. 6—Stereographic projection corresponding to the pole figures of
Figure 5, where the common h110i directions seen in c–h are shown
as open squares. The filled triangles have been calculated from the
directions of the fivefold symmetry axes of an icosahedron, with an
exact correspondence between h110ifcc and hfivefold axisiico for (g)
and the best agreement for the other hfivefold axesiico directions.

�A near-twin relationship has been defined in [26] as a twin rela-
tionship + a rotation of about 7 to 8 deg around a common h110i
direction. This rotation corresponds to the cumulated angle difference
between 5 tetrahedra of the icosahedron (360 deg) and 5 regular {111}
tetrahedra of the fcc structure (352.5 deg).
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calculated from the angles between the fivefold symme-
try axes of the icosahedron (63.43 or 116.57 deg). The
position of the fivefold axis (triangle g) has been
superimposed to the common h110i direction in
Figure 5(g), and the other fivefold axes of the icosahe-
dron have been calculated so as to have the best
correspondence with the other common h110i directions
of the fcc grains. There is no doubt that these fcc grains
have nucleated from an icosahedron template, with the
heteroepitaxy relationships (1), especially if one
accounts for the cumulation of misfit angles between
the tetrahedra of the fcc structure (70.5 deg) and those
of the icosahedron (72 deg). Whether these fcc grains
form with the same sequence shown in Figure 3 as
suggested for Al-Zn-Cr, i.e., iQC-mediated nucleation,
or directly from an ‘‘ISRO-mediated nucleation’’ mech-
anism since no iQC has been reported for Au-Cu-Ag-Ir,
remains an open question.

To search for other potential ISRO-inducers in gold
alloys, a literature search of Au-base QC’s was made.
The Tsai-type QC [33] Au51Al34Yb15 and approximant
Au51Al35Yb14 have been studied by Deguchi et al. [34]

and Matsukawa et al.[35] Since the Al composition is
about twice (in atomic percent) that of Yb, a few
percents of an alloy made of Al and Yb with a 2:1
atomic ratio was added to yellow gold.[36] Adding the
same amount of only Yb or Al did not produce any
significant effect on the final grain size. Adding 2 wt pct
of Al2Yb refined the grain structure and induced an
abnormal percentage of twin boundaries (Figure 7).
However, the grain size was not uniform and very often
a fairly large grain was surrounded by smaller ones with
a twin relationship, e.g., grain 1 surrounded by twinned
grains 2, 3 and 4 in Figure 7. These small ones often
repeated at several locations (e.g., grain 3 at the edge
and center of grain 1, or grain 4 at two locations at the
periphery of grain 1 in Figure 7). Again, the icosahedral

and heteroepitaxy relationships (1) for these four grains
are clearly shown by the corresponding h110i pole
figure in Figure 7: the three {111} twin planes between
grains 1 and 2, 1 and 3 and 1 and 4 are shown with
dashed lines and the same color code as in the false color
EBSD figure. The common (or near-common) h110i
directions in these planes are circled and at the crossing
of the three {111} twin planes, there are three common
h110i directions which must correspond again to fivefold
symmetry axes of the icosahedron. These are indicated
with small pentagons in Figure 7 and correspond well to
these three common h110i directions.

IV. EFFECT ON GROWTH

In the previous section, we have seen how ISRO in the
liquid can refine the grain size via an iQC- or ISRO-me-
diated nucleation mechanism, producing multiple twin
relationships among nn fcc grains which can only be
explained with the help of the heteroepitaxy relation-
ships (1) between fcc and icosahedron.
But ISRO can also have an influence during the growth

of the fcc phase. Looking more closely at Figure 7, the
mechanism of grain refining and twinning looks slightly
different from that already observed in Al-Zn-Cr or
Au-Cu-Ag-Ir alloys. The non-uniform grain size and the
alternated sequence of twinned grains around a larger one
seem to indicate that twinning induced byAl2Yboccurred
after some fcc grains have grown up to a certain size. As
Au-Yb andAu-Al are both eutectic-type phase diagrams,
ytterbium and aluminum are rejected during the growth
of these large grains. Once the composition is high
enough, twinning occurs probably with a stacking fault
mechanism similar to that shown in Figure 1, i.e., one of
the tetrahedra of the ico, e.g., 1-2-3-4 in red, attaching to a
{111} tetrahedron of the fcc phase with its external facet

Fig. 7—EBSD false color grain structure of Au-12.5 wt pct Cu-12.5 wt pct Ag with 2 pct Al2Yb addition to the melt. Twin grain boundaries are
indicated in white. The h110i pole figure of grains 1 to 4 are shown on the right with the common {111} plane between 1 and 2, 1 and 3 and 1
and 4 indicated by dashed arcs of circle. The common h110i directions are circled. At the crossing of common {111} twin planes, there are 3
common h110i directions for grains 1-2-3, 1-2-4 and 1-3-4 and the small pentagons correspond to the calculated position of three of the 5-fold
axes of an icosahedron. Adapted from Ref. [36].
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2-3-4. It should be kept in mind that, unlike Bergman- or
Mackay-type iQC’s, a Tsai iQC contains a tetrahedron
inside the first icosahedral layer.[33] Although the detailed
mechanism remains to be clarified to explain the effect of
Al2Yb onAu-base alloys, twinning seems to occur during
growth, rather than at the nucleation stage. This mech-
anism will be called ‘‘ISRO-induced stacking fault’’. It
should also bementioned that a similar alternation ofMT
grains has been observed in pink gold (Au-20.5 wt pct -
Cu-4.5 wt pct Ag) with 100 ppm of Ir, but rapidly
solidified.[37]

The effect of ISROon the growth of fcc dendrites can be
best described for columnar structures, when nucleation of
new grains is avoided. Kurtuldu et al. have observed the

effect of 0.02-0.1 wt pct Cr addition on columnar den-
drites during Bridgman solidification of
Al-20 wt pct Zn.[38] Once steady-state conditions were
reached, a quench was made and the quenched mushy
zone was observed ex situ using X-ray microtomography.
The 3D stack of images can then be cut along any desired
plane and correlated with SEM-EBSD orientation mea-
surements. As this alloy has a composition below the
DOT,[5] it was confirmed that, without Cr, dendrites
solidify with a trunk oriented along h100i, as shown in
Figures 8(a) through (c). In (a), a longitudinal cut has been
made parallel to the trunk direction, i.e., along the dashed
white line shown in the transverse section (b). The trunk is
slightly oriented toward the left, as compared with the

Fig. 8—2-Dimensional views of X-ray microtomography analyses of Al-20 wt pct Zn alloys solidified in a Bridgman furnace at 67 lm/s in a 100
K/cm thermal gradient, (a) through (c) without Cr, (d) through (i) with 0.1 wt pct Cr. (a) and (d) through (f) correspond to longitudinal
sections, (b) and (g) to transverse sections and (c), (h) and (i) are relevant pole figures corresponding to the transverse sections (i.e., thermal
gradient located at the center).[28]
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thermal gradient which is vertical. Secondary arms in (a)
have a seaweed appearance but are more or less perpen-
dicular to the trunk. As shown in the h100i pole figure (c),
for which the axes correspond to the transverse section (b),
the trunk is definitely oriented along a h100i direction, as
expected for this Zn composition. In the same way,
secondary arms point also along h100i directions.

Under identical Bridgman conditions, the addition of
0.1 wt pct Cr changes the morphology of the columnar
dendrites (Figures 8(d) through (i)). After identification
of the dendrite trunk position in the cross-section (g), 3
longitudinal sections parallel to the trunk have been done
along traces indicated with the white dashed lines in (g).
These sections are shown in (d to f), while h310i and h110i
poles figures corresponding to the transverse section (g)
are shown in (h) and (i), respectively. First, it appears in (i)
that the trunk is no longer h100i as in (c), but is now h110i.
With such a low level of Cr, it cannot be argued that this
change of orientation from h100i to h110i is due to a
change of the anisotropy of cs‘, as observed when the Zn
composition is increased from 20 to 60 wt pct.[5] Fur-
thermore, chromium is a cubic-type element. And finally,
as reported in,[38] a h100i trunk orientation is retrieved at
higher speed (about 1 mm/s) even with 0.1 wt pct Cr (see
Figure 12). Therefore, the orientation change observed in
Figure 8 when Cr is added can only be explained by a
kinetic effect induced by Cr and associated with an
increase of ISRO in the liquid.

Secondary arms are also affected by the addition of Cr
and ISRO, as can be seen in Figure 8. Along longitudinal
planes 2 and 3 (Figures 8(e) and (f)), secondary arms are
nearly perpendicular to the trunk. However, in plane 1
(Figure 8(d)), they have a palm-tree appearance. The
corresponding plane traces have been drawn in the h310i
pole figure (h): along each plane 2 or 3, two sets of h310i
directions are visible at 77 deg. from the h110i trunk
direction. In plane 1, however, two sets of two h310i
directions at 26.4 and 63.4 deg from h110i are intersected�.

Although h310i directions cannot be clearly identified in
the palm-like morphology of Figure 8(d), the arms in this
section are very inclined compared to those in plane 2 or 3
(typically 23 to 37 deg from the trunk) and are definitely
closer to h310i than h110i.

Kurtuldu et al. [38] have interpreted these orienta-
tion changes of the trunks and arms as a function of
the Cr composition and velocity as follows. Cr is a
peritectic-type element.[30] As the velocity is increased,
the composition of Cr ahead of the tip decreases. This
can explain why a h100i trunk direction is retrieved at
a higher velocity, even with 0.1 wt pct Cr, as the
percentage of ISRO motifs ahead of the interface is
decreasing. Similarly, at lower velocity, the Cr com-
position in between the trunks is also lower compared
to the h110i dendrite tip, thus explaining why

secondary arms are already closer to h100i, e.g.,
h310i, than h110i. The detailed mechanism of how
ISRO motifs in the liquid modify the attachment
kinetics remains to be determined, a tentative conjec-
ture being given in [38].
A similar growth direction change induced by ISRO

has been observed in rapidly solidified Au-20.5 wt pct -
Cu-4.5 wt pct Ag with 0.01 wt pct Ir.[37] Droplets of a
few mm in diameter were allowed to fall on a Cu chill
surface, thus giving cooling rates on the order of
� 104 K/s close to the chill and � 102 K/s at the top
surface of the fallen drop. Figure 9 shows BSE-SEM
images taken close to the chill where columnar grains
are observed, and near the top surface where equiaxed
grains have formed. The top/bottom rows show these
microstructures in the Ir-free specimen and in one with
0.01 wt pct Ir, respectively. The small insert in each
micrograph is an enlargement of the internal grain
structure.
The Ir-free specimen shows a ‘‘normal’’ dendritic

grain structure with a Columnar-to-Equiaxed Transi-
tion (CET). In the columnar zone, grain competition
favors those having a h100i orientation most closely
aligned with the thermal gradient (horizontal in
Figure 9). The inverse pole figure corresponding to this
columnar zone (Figure 10(a)) clearly confirms the for-
mation of a h100i texture along the thermal gradient
direction. The equiaxed grains are fairly coarse and have
also an internal dendritic structure, with segregation of
Cu and Ag in between dendrite arms.
With 0.01 wt pct Ir, the situation is markedly differ-

ent. As observed under lower solidification rate (Sec-
tion III), such alloys exhibit a much finer equiaxed grain
structure with many MT relationships compatible with
the iQC- or ISRO-mediated nucleation mechanism.
Their internal structure is more globular than dendritic.
But two new phenomena have been observed under rapid
solidification conditions. Firstly, the microstructure
exhibits a dual fcc-phase structure in both the columnar
and equiaxed zones. It is made of very fine Cu-rich
dendrites or particles and of Au-rich grains. These
Cu-rich dendrites are most often twinned, have no
orientation relationship with the Au-rich grains and are
much coarser than precipitates forming from solid state
precipitation. Therefore, they clearly solidify from the
liquid state like the Au-rich grains, most probably before.
This dual fcc phase structure could be explained by an
increase of ISRO motifs in the liquid around Ir atoms
slowing down diffusion (see next Section) and resulting in
dynamic heterogeneities in the liquid. These hetero-
geneities would be at the origin of a spinodal decompo-
sition, as already suggested in [39] to explain iQC-mediated
nucleation, thus producing Cu- and Au-rich regions. The
second effect induced by 0.01 wt pct Ir addition concerns
the internal structure of the columnar grains. As can be
seen in the small inserts of Figure 9, h100i dendrites are
replaced by a cellular-type morphology when Ir is added,
growing along the thermal gradient. This morphology
exhibits a h111i texture as observed in the inverse pole
figure of Figure 10(b).

�Each h100i direction, making an angle of either 45 or 90 deg. with
respect to the h110i trunk direction, is surrounded by a quadruplet of
h310i directions at 18.4 deg., clearly seen in Figure 8.
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Fig. 9—SEM-BSE images Au-20.5 wt pct Cu-4.5 wt pct Ag without (top) and with (bottom) 100 ppm of Ir added to the melt. The small droplet
of each alloy has been solidified rapidly on a Cu substrate, producing a columnar structure close to the chill (left) and equiaxed grains near the
top (right). The small inserts show magnification of the microstructure. Black dots correspond to Cu-rich dendrites/particles, while Au-rich
grains appear with various gray levels. The thermal gradient is horizontal.[37]

Fig. 10—Inverse texture pole figures of the columnar zones in Au-20.5 wt pct Cu-4.5 wt pct Ag (Figure 9) without (a) and with (b) 100 ppm
Ir.[37] In this unit triangle of the fcc structure, the grey level index corresponds to the probability to have the thermal gradient aligned with an
hhkli direction of the columnar grains.
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The detailed mechanism by which 100 ppm Ir
modifies the morphology and texture of the primary
phase remains to be elucidated, but considering the
effect it has on iQC- or ISRO-mediated nucleation, it is
most certainly associated with the increased tendency to
form ISRO motifs in the liquid. This effect as well as the
two-phase spinodal-type decomposition are most prob-
ably associated with the attachment kinetics and
reduced mobility of icosahedral-type motifs in the
liquid.

V. EFFECT ON MOBILITY

When local covalent bonding occurs around 100 to
1000 ppm of trace elements in the liquid, this ‘‘cloud’’ of
atoms must be characterized by a reduced mobility.
Using ab initio calculations, Pasturel and Jakse[16]

calculated self-diffusion coefficient of Al and Cr in
Al93Cr7 melt, as well as the melt viscosity as a function
of temperature. The liquidus temperature corresponding
to this composition is about 750 �C (1023 K). While an
Arrhenius behavior was observed above 1000 K, the
Stokes-Einstein relationship is no longer respected for
Al, while it still is for Cr, in the undercooled melt. Upon
cooling, these authors concluded that icosahedral-based
medium range order (IMRO) is initiated around Cr
atoms. This can be correlated with the occurrence of
what they call ‘‘dynamic heterogeneities’’ (DHs) in the
melt, where Al atoms are still characterized by fast
dynamics, while Cr-rich regions exhibit slow dynamics.
As a matter of fact, the calculated self-diffusion coeffi-
cient for Al atoms at the melting point of pure Al is close
to the value used in many solidification calculations
(3 9 10�9 m2/s), but that of Cr is about 5 times lower.
Such dynamic heterogeneities induced by ISRO and
IMRO could also explain the spinodal decomposition
observed in Au-alloys under rapid solidification condi-
tions (see Figure 9).

Kurtuldu et al. [40] have measured the diffusion
coefficient of Zn and Cr in Al-Zn and
Al-Zn-0.1 wt pct Cr alloys (see Figure 11). For that
purpose, Bridgman solidification of these alloys was
performed under stable planar-front conditions. Chang-
ing the Zn composition allowed to have steady-state
growth at various solidus temperatures. After quench-
ing, the Zn- and Cr-composition profiles in the
quenched liquid and in the solid near the interface were
measured by Electron Probe MicroAnalyzer (EPMA)
and Energy-Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis. From
these profiles, the thickness D‘/v* and thus the diffusion
coefficients were deduced for each solute species.

As seen in Figure 11, the Cr-free samples (open
circles) exhibit a diffusion coefficient D‘,Zn for zinc that
agrees well with previous measurements. With
0.1 wt pct Cr, this diffusion coefficient is reduced by
about 25 to 30 pct (filled circles), while that of Cr (filled
diamonds) is three times lower. This reduced mobility of
Zn and especially of Cr, which has an even lower atomic
number than Cr, is attributed to ISRO motifs forming
around Cr atoms.

VI. POSSIBLE ORIGIN OF TWINNED
DENDRITES

As shown in the previous sections, trace elements such
as Cr in Al alloys or Ir in Au alloys can induce
ISRO-mediated nucleation and/or ISRO-induced stack-
ing fault. Is it possible that this mechanism (and trace
elements) could be responsible of twinned dendrites
formation in aluminum alloys?
Twinned dendrites, the basic microstructure element

of feathery grains, was described by Hérenguel more
than 70 years ago.[41] This growth morphology was
studied quite extensively over the past two decades, first
by Henry et al. [42,43] and then by Salgado-Ordorica
et al.[44,45] Based on EBSD, SEM, STEM analyses and
phase field calculations, these investigations have shown
that a columnar twinned dendrite grows with a h110i
trunk, split in its center by a {111} coherent twin and
with a mixture of h110i and h100i secondary arms on
each side. These secondary arms meet those of neigh-
boring twinned dendrites at incoherent twin planes. The
twin boundary energy of the coherent twin plane creates
a small cusp at the dendrite tip and during growth, this
cusp gets deeper and forms a doublon, as conjectured in
Reference [42] and shown later by phase field simula-
tions in Reference [44].
While the growth of twinned dendrites is now better,

if not fully, understood, the origin of the twins was still a
mystery until the work of Kurtuldu et al.[26] As already
mentioned in Section III, ISRO-mediated nucleation
was discovered in Al-Zn-Cr after a twinned dendrite was
observed in a specimen solidified under nearly nil
thermal gradient and minimal convection, two condi-
tions that normally do not favor their formation.
The role of Cr on the formation of twinned dendrites

in Al-20 wt pct Zn is demonstrated in Figure 12.[38]

Directional solidification (DS) experiments were per-
formed by casting Al-20 wt pct Zn alloy, without and
with 0.1 wt pct Cr, in a steel mold. A water jet under the
thin bottom steel sheet of the mold induced velocity of
the liquidus isotherm of 1 to 2 mm/s in this region. As
can be seen in the EBSD reconstructed grain structure of

Fig. 11—Diffusion coefficients of Zn and Cr in the liquid for Al-Zn
and Al-Zn-0.1 wt pct Cr alloys as measured from the solute profile
in the quenched liquid ahead of a planar-front during Bridgman
solidification.[40]
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the longitudinal section of this Al-Zn-Cr specimen
(Figure 12a), regular grains with a strong h100i texture
first form at the bottom near the steel sheet. The h100i
pole figure of the grains within the white rectangle is
shown in (b). This situation is similar to regular
dendrites of Al-20 wt pct Zn without Cr addition, and
different from the observation of Figure 8, where h110i
trunks are observed with Cr but at lower speed. This has
been interpreted as a decrease of the Cr composition
ahead of the dendrite tip when the velocity increases,[38]

since Cr is a peritectic-type element in Al alloys.
However, one twinned dendrite, labeled ‘‘T1’’, can
already be identified in this region. Its h100i directions
are circled in the corresponding h100i pole figure (b),
while the h110i pole figure shown in (c) for only T1

clearly shows that this is indeed a twinned dendrite with
a nearly vertical {111} twin plane (arc of a circle in (c)).
This twinned dendrite extends in the upper part of the
specimen, while other twinned grains appear (labeled
‘‘T’’). Please note that a small layer of nearly equiaxed
grains is present just above the white rectangle (maybe
due to a change of the heat transfer coefficient at the
bottom, and thus of the isotherm velocity, probably
induced by thermal stresses and air gap formation).

What is really interesting is that out of 12 DS
specimens of Al-20 wt pct Zn-0.1 wt pct Cr solidified
under identical conditions, 11 exhibited twins, while
without chromium, only one had twinned dendrites out
of 10 specimens.[38] This clearly demonstrates that Cr,
even at very low concentration, favors twinned dendrites
formation. While the detailed mechanism is still to be
investigated, it is conjectured that the ISRO-induced
stacking fault induced by Cr leads to the formation of
those twins, as schematically shown in Figure 1. It is
also conjectured that in technical aluminum alloys,
ISRO- or iQC-inducers such as Cr, Mn or Fe, which are
very often present at concentrations of a few hundreds
ppm, are most likely responsible of feathery grains
formation.
The ISRO-induced stacking fault mechanism, sus-

pected to be responsible for a change of dendrite growth
direction and for the formation of twinned grains in
Figure 12, is further supported by the results shown in
Figure 13. An Al-4.3 wt pct Cu-0.3 wt pct Mg was cast
by Henry et al. [46] in a DS device similar to that used for
the alloy shown in Figure 12. EBSD measurements were
made by these authors in various cross sections taken at
different distances from the chill plate (Figure 13

Fig. 12—(a) EBSD false color map of a longitudinal section of an Al-20 wt pct Zn-0.1 wt pct Cr specimen directionally solidified. Regular
dendritic grains at the bottom exhibit a h100i texture, as shown in (b), while the h110i pole figure in (c) is for the isolated twinned dendrites
labelled ‘‘T1’’. Other twinned dendrites in the upper part of the specimen are clearly visible.[38]
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corresponds to the section at 6 mm from the chill). In
their original work, Henry et al. have colored their
EBSD microstructure according to the angle between
the thermal direction (perpendicular to Figure 13) and
the closest h100i or h110i direction.[46] But if they gave
the corresponding pole figures for the whole map, they
unfortunately did not identify the crystallographic
orientation of specific grains.

We have reproduced in Figure 13(a) the EBSD map
reconstructed with a color index corresponding to the
angle between the closest h100i direction and the
thermal gradient. In this section, there is still a majority
of regular h100i dendritic grains (blue and green
patches), as already pointed out in Reference [46]. These
grains have been selected by the growth competition
expected for regular dendrites growing along h100i.
There is a large blue grain at the top left corner of the
microstructure (indicated with an arrow), and its corre-
sponding h100i pole figure in (b) clearly shows that it is
indeed oriented with a h100i direction parallel to the
thermal gradient (normal to the figure). But as can be
seen, red lamellae have formed, with blue islands
remaining in between. These lamellae are in a twin
relationship with the blue grain, as indicated by the
h110i pole figure shown in (c). The common {111} twin

plane is indicated with a dashed circle. This situation can
be understood with the twin relationship shown in
Figure 1(b): a tetrahedron of an ISRO cluster has
attached to the blue grain underneath forming a
stacking fault (plane 2-3-4 in Figure 1(b)), which then
grew as a twin. In other words, the blue grain has acted
as a ‘‘parent’’ grain for the formation of twinned
lamellae via an ISRO-induced stacking fault mecha-
nism. Unfortunately, Henry et al.[46] did not give
indication of the purity of their alloy, but it is most
likely a technical alloy containing some Fe traces, iron
being known like Cr and Mn to form quasicrystals with
Al.[18]

The other feathery grains visible in Figure 13(a)
appear as yellow, orange or red lamellae: we have
verified that they all have a common h110i direction and
a common {111} plane nearly parallel to the thermal
gradient. For such grains, the formation of the common
coherent twin plane can still be explained with the
stacking fault mechanism of Figure 1(b). Consider, like
for the previous twinned grain, that one tetrahedron of
an ISRO cluster attaches to the {111} plane of the fcc
parent grain. The stacking fault plane 2-3-4 in
Figure 1(b) that we mention for the previous grain is
not really favored during growth, since the h110i

2 mm 0 48°

<100> X0

Y0

<110>

(b)

(a) (c)

Fig. 13—(a) EBSD false color map of a transverse section of an Al-4.3 wt pct Cu-0.3 wt pct Mg directionally solidified sample, taken 6 mm
from the chill surface (redrawn from data coming from Ref. [46]). The color of the grains correspond to the angle between the thermal gradient
direction (normal to the figure) and the closest h100i direction. Regular dendritic h100i grains appear as small blue or green regions. On the
larger blue grain at the top-left corner, red lamellae have formed (arrow). As shown in the corresponding h100i pole figure (b), the blue grain
has one h100i direction at the center, while the red lamellae are in a twin relationship with the blue grain as indicated in the h110i pole figure (c).
The common {111} plane is shown with a dashed circle.
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directions in this plane make an angle of either 90 or
45 deg with respect to the thermal gradient direction
(considered to be aligned along h100i of the parent
grain). As a matter of fact, the twinned grain labeled
with an arrow in Figure 13 has been eliminated and is
no longer present in a section taken at 11 mm from
the chill (see Figures 5 and 6 inReference [46]): it has been
overgrown, togetherwith regular h100igrains, by twinned
grains with a h110i direction nearly aligned with the
thermal gradient. If we now consider the other planes of
one tetrahedron associated with an ISRO cluster, e.g.,
plane 1-3-4 in Figure 1(b), they are at 15.8 deg and
contain a h110i direction at 19.5 deg from a h100i
direction of the parent grain. In other words, twinned
grains can form from parent h100i regular dendritric
grains if we consider that: (i) ISRO clusters attach with
one facet corresponding to {111} planes of the parent
grains; (ii) twins emerge fromone of themultiple potential
pseudo-twins of the icosahedron, the selection being
made by its proximitywith the thermal gradient direction.
Although this is not a proof, it is interesting to observe
that most of the twinned grains in Figure 12 are inclined
in this longitudinal section with respect to the vertical
thermal gradient.

VII. CONCLUSION

Trace elements in metallic alloys, with composition in
the range 10 to 1000 ppm, can have a dramatic effect on
their solidification behavior, if they induce icosahedral
short-range ordering (ISRO) of atoms in the liquid
leading to medium-range ordering (IMRO) as the
undercooling increases. Such trace elements can be
identified from their ability to form quasicrystals with
the solvent and other solute elements of these alloys, at
least for Al-Cr and Au-Al-Yb. For Au-Ag-Cu alloys
with Ir, no quasicrystal has been identified so far but
ISRO manifests itself through similar mechanisms.

The first mechanism is ISRO- or iQC-mediated
nucleation, in which the fcc phase forms with heteroepi-
taxy relationships with the icosahedron. This has been
clearly identified by multiple twin relationships that exist
among nearest-neighbor fcc grains, which are totally
compatible with the symmetry of the icosahedron (or
interlocked icosahedron [26,29]). The second mechanism
is ISRO-induced stacking fault, in which icosahedral
clusters attach during growth to the growing fcc phase.
This is presently less clear, but the change of dendrite
growth direction induced by these trace elements,
function of the velocity of the front, the formation of
twinned dendrites, the alternated sequence of twinned
grains around a central fcc grain, are as many observa-
tions which tend to support this conjecture when
ISRO-inducers are added.

ISRO also slows down diffusion, as shown by
experiments and ab initio calculations. At moderate
solidification speed (cm/s), it can induce out-of-equilib-
rium effects such as a spinodal decomposition with the
appearance of new phases.[37] This range of velocity is
typical of additive manufacturing and that should be

taken into account when developing new alloys for this
technology.
It is realized that this new axis of research in the field

of solidification, namely the influence of ISRO clusters
in the liquid on nucleation, diffusion and attachment
kinetics, needs to be consolidated using various exper-
imental techniques in parallel to atomistic calculations:
in-situ small-angle scattering of alloys with/without
these trace elements, detailed analyses combining 3D
FIB-EBSD observations near an iQC-mediated center
of nucleation and near the starting point of a twinned
grain, diffusion coefficient measurements, longer-range
orientation imaging correlation (i.e, beyond nearest
neighbors), rapid solidification experiments… But it is
hoped that this paper will contribute to attract more
researchers in this area.
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